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Life Will Pay Whatever
You Ask Of It
By Anthony Robbins

Please Click On The Picture Below To Play This Very Practical 7 and a 1/2 Minute
Life Improvement Law Of Attraction Video.

We all have dreams and goals in this world but unless you specifically ask and
know exactly what you want and focus your mind on the reasons why you
want what you want then you will have a hard time getting what you want.
One of the great ways to focus your attention is by using Vision Boards. See
page 3 to discover the power of the Vision Board in your life.
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Environmental
Statement
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This is an online paper helping minimise the impact on the environment. If you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise in our
paper please phone or email our Sydney Office (02) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
Peoples’ Lives Better.

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Use The Power Of Vision Boards To
Specifically Focus Your Mind On
Achieving Your Goals And Dreams
By Derek White Editor

The Mind is the most
powerful thing on
Earth. Look around
you at the world
today and you will
see many man-made
things which have
been brought into
existence by the HuJust broadly saying to man Mind.
yourself and others:
Before any of the
“I want more mon- things you see around
you came into existey”
ence they were first
“I want a beau- an idea, a vision in
person’s
tiful
house”. another
mind.
“ I want an exotic racing car” etc. Then those ideas and
is simply not going to visions were put
cut it or just have that down on paper or
thing materialise in drawn on an electronfront of you.
ic tablet of some deA Dream or a Goal
without a specific and
strong reason why
you have to have it,
do it or achieve it, is
going to be very difficult for a person to
achieve.

“Visionary” wanted it
to do.
After enough testing
and more prototypes
are built, more and
more people take on
board the idea that
this thing that was
first just an idea in a
person’s head starts
Then
from those acquiring a lot of
drawings or pictures agreement.
started appearing the
first prototypes of On and on this prothat idea or vision cess goes until one
made out of whatever day the original idea
material that the crea- is all over the world.
tor thought it should This my friends is the
be made out of.
power of creation that
lies inside each and
Then the first crea- everyone of you.
tion was tested to
see if it would do This is the power of
what the “Inventor”- making and keeping
scription which also
were a vision or idea
at some point in the
past.
Then that idea or vision started to take
on a material form, a
feel, a quality, an energy etc.

up-to-date your very away from you. Put
pictures of your viown vision board.
sion on your vision
It is a place where board and watch it
you can put whatever step by step taking
it is that you want or shape in front of you.
need in life and for
you to be reminded I hope this short artiand working on it cle will help you creevery day with a pas- ate your visions and
ideas in life. Kind
sion and purpose.
Regards Derek White
Then one day after Editor.
you have built your
reason why and your
passion and purpose
into your vision, your
idea will materialise
in front of you.
Never ever doubt
your power as a creator, never let anyone
steal your dreams
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.

all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
Nick, Chris and life in a wheelchair.
all the fantasic
staff at Burwood Since then they have
Back Pain have been rescued me from
my saving grace. quite a number of
serious spinal and
Years ago after a neck problems. I canvery serious lower not recommend them
back collapse when all highly enough.
I was bent over and Derek White.
doubled up in serious
pain, Nick, Chris and

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Deep Breathing For
Lung Cleansing

By Dr. Edward F. Group

Oxygen Helps With routinely used. This
Lung Cleansing.
can be described as
shallow breathing, or
Oxygen is, by far, the chest breathing. Shalmost vital component low breathing is a
humans need to live. self descriptive term,
We can go weeks and may be caused
without food, days by poor posture, stiff
without water, but muscles, or simply
only a few minutes inactivity.
without air. To get the
most out of oxygen, The majority of the
it’s imperative our breathing we do is
lungs are functioning shallow
breathing.
properly.
After all, it’s just not
feasible to be heavily
Every cell in the hu- huffing and puffing
man body requires all day.
oxygen and, although
it seems like an au- However, when shaltonomous function, low breathing is the
deep breathing exer- only type of breathcises can be done to ing you do, you’re
help clear out toxins utilizing a small fracthat may have built tion of your lung caup in the lungs which pacity and doing your
can help improve lungs a disservice.
lung
performance
and clear airways.
Shallow
breathing
lets stagnant air and
Deep breathing gets pollutants accumumore nourishing oxy- late in the depths of
gen into your body. the lungs and may
Blood that is rich in lead to fatigue, resoxygen will help you piratory sluggishness,
feel better, and give and diminished tissue
you more energy. function.
Deep breathing also
reaches the deepest Deep Breathing Exdepths of your lungs, ercises for Lung
and helps to expel Cleansing.
and break up residue.
Find a relaxing and
Shallow Breathing quiet place to sit
vs. Deep Breathing. down. Close your
eyes, and begin by
Although the aver- breathing in...
age human lung capacity is about 6 Article continued on
liters of air, we typi- page...10.
cally inhale much,
much less. In fact, it’s
amazing how little of
our lung capacity is

Click The Picture To Watch The Video By Dr. Group

Click Picture below to be taken to the Global Healing Center Shopping Cart.
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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10 Life Hacks For All
By Hafsah Siddiq

Yes Are you feeling
stressed out due to
overwork? Have lost
your focus on your
work? That’s what
happens when you
don’t follow a proper
healthy schedule and
take a burden on yourself by delaying your
work.
Here are some productivity hacks that will
surely make your life
easy and help speed
up your efficiency.
1. Start your day
with Exercise.
Exercises early in the
morning can improve
your productivity. It
energizes you rather
than enervates you. It
also helps in reducing
stress and increasing
focus on your work.
Prioritizing exercise
in your daily routine
will help you remain
active and energetic.

2. Do a
Breakfast.

healthy pleting small tasks
first, make you feel
satisfied and a kind of
Breakfast like a King. stress-free.
Don’t ignore your
breakfast by just tak- 4. Turn off notificaing a slice and a glass tions.
of juice or a cup of tea
or coffee. A healthy Sometimes you get irbreakfast
energizes ritated by the continuyou a lot and you can ous beeping of your
work efficiently all mobile due to incomday long. Drink 1 or 2 ing notifications. It’s
glass of water before better to turn off notibreakfast. Add much fications. Set specific
proteins and carbohy- times to check your
drates to your food.
emails. Don’t indulge
Moreover, drink plen- yourself too much in
ty of water all day long social media because
to keep your body hy- they distract you from
drated and take your your work and waste
meals regularly at the much of your time.
proper time to remain
energetic.
5. Learn to say “NO”
Saying “NO” is re3. Make your prior- ally hard for some
ity list.
people.

the time.

Make a list of your todo’s. Try to complete
those tasks first which
takes less time or do
according to your
temper. Usually com-

8. Work near natural light.

Helping others is really great but to elevate
your productivity level, you must learn to
“Say No” and don’t let
people order you all

6. Offer
your
Prayers regularly.
This act also gives you
tranquillity and peace
of mind. Through
prayers, you share
your thoughts and
worries with ALLAH.
This act takes away all
your worries.
7. Use modern technologies.
Use advanced technologies. Download
Apps of different sites
to get rid of searching
and logging in every
time. Apps make work
easier than ever and
also keep up-to-date.
Apps have made life
easier.

sleep and hence productivity. So, if you
work by sitting near a
window, an open window is ideal, could enhance your efficiency
and make you feel
fresh. It’s really important for the entrepreneurs as they spend
most of their time in
front of the computer
screen. Keep yourself
as near to nature as
you can.
9. Keep one day off
limits.
It gives your mind and
body a relax time. It
energizes you for next
week tasks. Don’t
schedule any meetings or calls on that
day. Spend that day
with yourself and your
loved ones. It will refresh you like you refresh your windows
after work.

Studies have shown 10. Make realistic
that exposure to sun- goals.
light improves your Set realistic goals.

Don’t
be afraid of
taking small steps
first, they will lead
you to a big success.
If you want to master anything, take tutorials and follow it.
You will definitely
master it.
Once you achieve
your goals, create the
new ones.
What are some other
productivity
hacks
that you know? Do
share them in the comments section...
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Hafsah_Siddiqi/2494855
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Dear Readers Please Get Behind A Great Youth
Radio Station In Perth Western Australia

http://youthjamradio.snack.ws
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“For Things To Change You Have To Change”
© Jim Rohn

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Revealed: What You Have In Common With: Oprah
Winfrey, Anthony Robbins, Robert Kiyosaki, Shania
Twain, Madonna, Jim Carrie, Arnold Schwarzenegger
And Many Other Celebrities.
Discover...
Whether you realize it or not, you
have already implemented a formula to get-or not
get-what you want
out of life.

“product” fails.

With the proper
knowledge,
awareness,
and
skills, you can
use Robicheau’s
no-fail
formula
You see, many of to maximize your
us unintentionally life’s success by:
set into motion a
plan that actually Defining
your
sabotages our suc- dreams or goals
cess.
Sharing
your
dreams or goals
It’s time you took Seeking knowlfull control of edge and assisyour own destiny tance
and combine all
the vital elements Accepting
and
you need to create anticipating obthe dynamic life stacles Practicing
you deserve.
what you learn
Being open to
In this empow- change
Impleering guide, en- menting change
trepreneur John Celebrating your
Robicheau intro- success.
duces his simple
but powerful As- When you apply
sembly Line Ap- Robicheau’s proproach.
gram physically,
emotionally, spirThe nine steps itually, and even
of his model financially, you
are already pro- will make your
grammed into us life
everything
all, but we seldom you want it to be
utilize them to and more.
their full potential. And like an
assembly line, if
one step is pulled
from the process,
the entire end

Buy it here for only AU$15.76 With Free Shipping All Over The World:
https://www.bookdepository.com/The-Universal-Success-Formula-John-Robicheau/9780595453764?ref=gridview&qid=1519021377234&sr=Derek
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzles thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP

Last Week’s Solution.

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

How tuned up is your mind? Here
Is This Week’s 170th Edition
Across

1

1 strength, vigour
(pl) (8)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

9 someone who
directs things
(10)

13

14
16

15

12 concerning (2)

17

13 relating to
authority (8)

20

15 monster (4)

24

16 abbr south east
(2)

26

21

18

19

22

23
25

27

17 a long distance
away (3)
19 abbr issue
authority (2)
20 copies (10)
24 an artifical
waterway (5)
25 enclosure (4)
26 omen (pl) (5)
27 tomato sause
(USA) (7)
Down
1 branch of
knowledge
concerned with
the production
and transfer of
wealth (9)
2 negative
response (2)
3 making
something
compulsory (9)

6 first two letters
of the saying I
Owe You (2)
7 a sense of
sudden, thrilling
excitement (8)
8 abbr so long (2)
10 removing (7)

Best Foods For
Your Brain

11 let go of (7)
14 chemical symbol
of iron (2)
17 untrue (5)
18 nearby (2)
21 post (4)
22 large storage
chamber (4)
23 solemn promise
(4)

4 abbr real time
(2)
5 German tennis
player who won
seven women's
singles titles at
Wimbledon (4)
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Deep Breathing For
Lung Cleansing
By Dr. Edward F. Group
continued
page...5

from

oregano, orange peel,
elecampane,
eucalyptus, peppermint,
lungwort, osha root,
chaparral, and lobelia
have been used for
hundreds of years, if
not longer, as natural
remedies for respiratory conditions.

deeply through your
nose from your belly
up. Count to five, inhaling the entire time.
Even when you think
you can’t inhale any
more, try to squeeze a
little more air in. Allow
your lungs and stomach to fully inflate.
This enables oxygen
to reach the deepest
depths of your lungs
to inflate all the alveoli and break up any
toxins and pollutants
that may have accumulated.
Hold your breath for
several seconds and
then exhale over the
course of another
five count. When you
think you can’t exhale
any more, keep blowing from the deepest
depths of your lungs
and stomach!

can be exercised. Failing to exercise the
lungs can impact the
respiratory system.
Related muscles, and
even the rib cage, can
become stiff and lead
to reduced elasticity
in the lungs, which
furthers
shallow
breathing. Air can remain in the tissues of
the lungs and become
stale, hindering fresh
oxygen from finding
its way into the bloodstream.

You should feel your
chest and abdomen
flatten inward. Repeat this breathing
exercise 9 times. Performing this exercise
on a daily basis will
not only help cleanse
your lungs, but it also
helps relieve stress. It
won’t take long before you notice posi- Those who exercise,
especially
athletes,
tive improvements!
often
have larger
Health Benefits of than average lung caDeep Breathing Ex- pacities as a result of
taking deeper breaths
ercises.
more often. Why?
Although the lungs Because deep, rhythbreathing exare not muscles, they mic

pands the diaphragm not getting enough
muscle and the air oxygen.
pockets within the
lungs.
Lung Cleansing Improves Lung PerforThis allows for more mance.
oxygenation of the
cells within the body Taking deeper breaths
which
improves that utilize the full cahealth, helps all the pacity of your lungs
body’s systems per- helps cleanse the
form better, and even lungs and provides
can provide you with your body’s cells with
more energy.
more nourishing oxygen.
Deep breathing actually helps to stretch Poor breathing allows
out the torso, you toxins to accumulate,
needn’t look any fur- robs energy and negther than at the Olym- atively affects menpic swimmers who tal alertness. Daily
typically have very breathing exercises
large torsos to see this are a vital way to
in action. Humans keep the body clean,
need oxygen for com- and provide your inplete cell develop- ner systems with the
ment. It’s impossible necessary oxygen to
to be healthy if you’re operate at optimum

Individual
herbal
tinctures and extracts
are available, or,
rather than purchasing and taking each
separately, Allertrex®
is a natural lung
cleansing supplement
that contains organic
and wildcrafted herbs
known to support respiratory
ailments,
help with normal
lung functions, and
cleanse your lungs of
harmful agents.

capacity.
Proper lung function
is especially important when working
out because your body
uses the oxygen as a
source of energy. Less
than adequate lung
function when working out can cause a
significant reduction
in the amount of intensity and time your
body can exercise.
Adding deep breathing
exercises
to
your daily routine to
cleanse your lungs
will balance and help
your body. Remember, small changes
add up to big improvements!
Lung
Herbs

Cleansing
Plants like

†Results may vary.
Information and statements made are for education purposes and
are not intended to
replace the advice of
your doctor. Global
Healing Center does
not dispense medical
advice, prescribe, or
diagnose illness. The
views and nutritional
advice expressed by
Global Healing Center are not intended
to be a substitute for
conventional medical
service. If you have a
severe medical condition or health concern, see your physician
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Performing Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealthfortheworkers/
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A Sound Mind In A Healthy
Body
By Kanika Saxena

All of us have heard
of the famous saying
“Health is Wealth”.
Good health is a secret
of every happy human
being. Health can be
the greatest wealth in
the world. Health is
the condition in which
an individual becomes
sound socially, mentally, emotionally and
spiritually. It implies
that your body and
mind should function
as they are supposed
to.
It can be referred to
as a dynamic condition because it is always changing. It can
change according to
our lifestyle and surroundings.
Over the years lifestyles have changed
due to multiple reasons which have led
to ignoring the importance of health. It
is essential for every
human being to stay in
good health.
Health is not only
concerned about your
physical well-being
but also your emotional well-being. To
be called a healthy
person one’s body,
as well as their mind,
should be functioning
properly.
The
ingredients
for good health are
a
balanced
diet,

physical
activity,
sleep and adequate
rest.
Benefits of being
healthy:
• From child to adult
health plays an essential role in proper development and growth
of the mind and body.

tancy.
• You tend to look
more attractive when
you are physically fit.

life.
Wrapping Up:
An
individual
with good health
and sound mind
fully enjoys the
good things in
his/her life. With
sound mind, an
individual
can
find motivation
• As your mind is free
from mental stress and strength to do his/
you are able to han- her work.
dle the daily chores
at home, school, work Stressful lifestyle and
etc. with a positive unhealthy habits can
attitude making you adversely affect one’s
more interested and health both physicalimproving the output ly and mentally. Loss
of good health can
of the task you do.
lead to loss of happi• Health has a huge ness in life. To mainimpact on one’s over- tain a one’s health,
all performance and following a healthy
efficiency. With good lifestyle is essential.

• For those who work
being healthy can
make you feel more
energetic and you are
able to carry out exhausting tasks without
• If you maintain a pushing yourself.
healthy lifestyle then
your body becomes • A healthy individual
free from different does not avoid his/
types of disorders her duties as he/she is health and sound
and illness leading able to reach his/her mind, you will have a Proper lifestyle will
better control of your lead to the adequate
to longer life expec- full potential.

development
and
growth of one’s body
which helps in keeping it mentally, physically, socially and
spiritually healthy.
The
tutors
from
House Tutor, a leading
home tutoring agency,
in Singapore, motivate their students to
lead a healthy lifestyle. This boosts their
performance
which
builds their confidence. To know more
visit here.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Kanika_Saxena/2335315
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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The Anatomy Of Excuses - And
How They Keep You From What
You Want
By Josee Smith

Everyone has tried to
set a goal at one point
in his or her life.
Goals keep us motivated and on task
when we are trying to
achieve things in our
lives. Occasionally,
excuses sneak into the
equation when we go
about our lives trying
to reach our goals.
What are some of the
ways that excuses
keep you from getting
the things you want in
life?
Stop You From Taking Responsibility.
Excuses are a fantastic tool that our ego
uses to help us not accept responsibility for
our actions. Coaching
Positive Performance
notes that one of the
keys to success is taking responsibility for
your actions.

avoiding responsibility for not managing
your time properly.
• It’s too difficult: not
taking responsibility
for learning the tools
or skills necessary for
the task
• I don’t have the right
skills: avoiding the responsibility of admitting you have failed
the program properly
or learn what is required to complete the
goal.
• No one thinks it will
work: this allows you
to avoid admitting to
yourself that you do
not believe you will
achieve your own
goal.

When you make excuses, you are allowing yourself to avoid
the responsibility for
your actions.

Now you can see how
easy it is for an excuse to allow you to
avoid taking responsibility for your own
actions. Many people
use excuses to protect their own ego
instead of admitting
where they had a falling short when trying
to achieve a goal.

Here are the top excuses and how they
allow you to avoid responsibility for your
actions:

Taking responsibility
for her shortcomings
as well as successes is
the first step to getting
what you want in life.

• Not enough time: Stop You from Even

Starting.

Procrastination has a
snowball effect. The
One of the things that longer you avoid doexcuses do that many ing the dishes, the
people don’t realize more dishes pile up.
is they keep you from
taking the first steps to The cycle goes on
achieving your goal. and on until all
Excuses allow you to you’re left with is a
procrastinate.
pile of dirty dishes
and nothing to eat on.
According to Lifehacker
procrasti- Excuses let you go out
nation is basically and buy paper plates
another word for be- instead of washing
ing lazy. Achieving the dishes.
goals and success
requires hard work. They Allow You to
Many times people Stay Comfortable.
don’t want to put in
the work necessary to Lead to Impact talks
achieve the big goals about how people
in life. Excuses allow want to stay comfortyou to procrastinate if able. Once you are in
you don’t even start a routine, the desire is
you never have to put to stay in that comfort
in the work.
zone. Setting a goal
to achieve success reProcrastination also quires us to get out of
has a demoralizing ef- that comfort zone.
fect.
No one likes to be uncomfortable.
The longer you procrastinate on a task Excuses allow you to
the worst you feel stay in your comfort
about getting it done. zone. Saying things

such as, “I will start on
Monday,” “there’s not
enough money,” or “I
can’t do it” make sure
you stay right where
you are, comfortable
but not satisfied.
Bottom Line
It’s very easy to let an
excuse rule your life.
Excuses are our way
of protecting our ego,
enabling us to avoid
responsibility,
and
keeping us comfortable. It is much easier to
say, “I didn’t have the
time or money” than
to admit you weren’t
willing to prioritize
or invest your efforts
in the right ways.

the longer you will
remain exactly where
you are, excuses allow
you to go nowhere
fast.
You can find more
tips, strategies and
techniques to help
boost your energy
and relieve stress
with the FREE Boost
Your Energy Starting Now Kit at http://
www.joseesmith.com
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Josee_
Smith/1677631

Once you put excuses to the side and
admit where you succeeded and where you
fell short, your goals
will be much easier to
attain.
The
longer
you
make excuses for not
achieving your goals
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Geoffrey White Has Been
Playing 5-String Banjo
Since The Age Of 11
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Geoffrey White

He was first
inspired
while listening to the great
banjo player Pete Seeger
on a vinyl record in his
parent’s home in Franklin
Michigan in 1965.
Geoffrey still has the
original vinyl record.

Since then Geoffrey has
toured the world playing and teaching in North
America’ Europe, the UK,
Asia, Central
America
and Australia where he
moved with his family in
1986.

ered the biggest barrier
people had in learning
was the amount of time it
takes to actually get a tune
happening.
Banjo is NOT an easy instrument to learn...it takes
patience,
persistence
strong hands (and patient
neighbors)
to actually
get that special rhythmic
sound that people love.
The WIN of someone being able to produce that
tune in one or two lesson
blocks is my win.”

His many students rave
about his passion for music and his success minded approach to playing.

Seeing that “heels-kick”
moment makes me smile
....it’s great fun and if you
want to lift a crowd off
their feet or just enjoy a
Student remark, “what a tune to relax after a hard
pleasure it is to learn from day, then he’s the one to
Geoffrey”.
show you how.
Geoffrey
invented a Text 0434 544 181
unique two finger playing style called “Pick- for lessons at The Artists’
Hammer” which allows a Group in Leichhhardt.
student to play a tune
quickly and not like the
months and sometimes
years it can take.
Geoffrey says “I discov-

Welcome To The Start Of Your
“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.

will travel well. The road Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
begins...Start!!
picking patterns, rhythm
and timing.
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posiabove lesson
tions and basic picking In the
block you will be intropatterns.
duced to your first tune
whether it is three-finger
Lesson 2:
scruggs style or DropHand positions, progress, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
more picking patterns,
Depending on your pracprogress.
tice and determination
you should be making
Assessment.
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Lesson 3:
with a reasonable degree
Progress in picking tec- of confidence.
niques.

Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
Lesson 4:
with a guide.

Listen, watch and learn Rhythm, timing & profrom your guide and you gress assessment.
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181
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Abc’s Of Leadership - C
Is For Catalyst, Change,
And Communication
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By E. Elizabeth Carter

Most definitions for
catalyst describe a
chemical reaction, but
it also means “a person or thing that precipitates an event or
change”.

cise because a wordy
document will not be
read in its entirety by
most people.
It should also be easy
to read with bullets
and some white space
so that the key points
stand out to the reader. Using superfluous
words will only add to
the confusion so consider creating messaging that a high school
student would understand.

A leader not only has
to suggest changes to
move an organization
forward, but also has
to have a solid plan to
not only execute these
changes, but to communicate them effectively so that everyone
knows what is expected of them.
Keep sentences short
and where possible,
Unfortunately, many add metrics. Explain
leaders are not the what the impact will
best communicators be when the change(s)
so when the message occur and what the
is not delivered con- ramifications will be if
cisely, fear and anxie- the change(s) are not
ty build amongst staff implemented.
members. This causes
undue suffering which With the amount of
affects productivity information that eveand morale.
ryone is bombarded
with each day, it will
The communications be necessary to send
piece should be con- out multiple commu-

nications and in different forms such as
email, webinar, Twitter and written. Keep
in mind that people
disseminate information differently so
clarifications may be
necessary in future
messaging.
The leader should
also be viewed as the
chief advocate and
spokesperson. Many
times, the communications piece comes
from human resources, communications,
or some other department, and the importance of the change
loses impact and validity.

will handle the initial
announcement
but
are never heard from
again.
By delegating this effort to others, it shows
a lack of commitment
by the leader to the organization and again
adds to the stress that
the organization is
feeling.

liver information to
your department or
the whole company.
What are two ways
you could have communicated your message differently? Did
you provide a way for
others to raise concerns with you? Did
you provide follow-up
messaging to keep the
organization abreast
of the progress?

The leader should
be as forthcoming as
possible, appear honest in terms of how it
may negatively affect
some (i.e. layoffs),
and be willing to ad- Think back to a time
dress concerns as they when you had to de- Other “C” words to
arise. Some leaders

ponder - confidence,
capable, conflict, clarity, commitment, cohesiveness, and collaborate.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/E._Elizabeth_Carter/277462
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Watch This Short 3 and a 1/2 Minute
Video To Find Out How Easy It Is
For You To Create A Passive Income.
Just Click On The Picture To Play The Video

Turning Knowledge Into Wealth

Once Everyone Sees How Gob Smackingly
Simple This System Is There Will Literally
Be A Stampede To Join.

Watch The Video Now Before You Get
Distracted By Life. Your Risk Free Passive
Income Is Only A Few Clicks Away.
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E Fever - Connected Kids: A
Cause For Concern?
By Sarah Good, BA (Hons) Phil, GradCert EditPubl

As a freelance writer, editor and project
manager, Sarah specialises in health and
lifestyle communications.

ager spends almost 6
½ hours a day online,
checks into Facebook
four times a day and
sends an average of
3,000 texts a month.

Over the last few
years the explosion
in mobile devices,
particularly
smart
phones, means that
it’s so easy to be digitally connected all
the time. And today’s
teens have taken to
easy online access
with enthusiasm.

Clearly
we can’t
avoid our children
growing up in this
24/7 online environment, but we can
help them develop a
healthy approach to
technology.

The tricky part is
how to do this without being dismissed
The typical older teen- for
being out of

touch and just not doing so, have a play
‘getting it’?
around with Facebook,
Instagram,
You can’t beat them, Snapchat and the inso join them.
teractive video games
they’re involved in.
You might as well accept that by the time That way you’ll use
they reach their teens the right terminology
you’re never going when
you’re talkto be able to vet or ing to them, and your
monitor everything opinion is less likely
your child sees or to be discounted as
does online.
irrelevant.
However, you can
make sure you under- They’ll also be more
stand how this world inclined to tell you
of theirs works.
what’s going on, both
positive and negative,
If you’re not already if you get what it’s

all about.

ing point for discussions on why it’s imAlso, when it comes portant that online
to negotiating a few use doesn’t become
‘screen-time
rules’ excessive.
you’ll find it easier
if you can raise your
concerns around spe- Article continued on
cific health issues page...26.
– both physical and
emotional – rather a
general argument that
you feel it just can’t
be good to spend so
much time glued to a
screen.
Here are a few specifics that you might
like to use as a start-
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Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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The Most Inspiring Life Lessons Ever
Told By Anthony Robbins, Sylvester
Stallone, Bryan Tracy, Quentin
Tarentino, Les Brown
(Brought to you by Red Frost Motivation)

Learn From Brian Tracy And The Other Speakers How
To Acheive Every Single One Of Your Goals In Life
Please Click on the picture to watch the video.

If for some reason you
think that happiness,
family, relationships,
health, financial success, stardom or being a celebrity are out
of your reach and you
are letting someone
else dictate to you how
your life should be according to them, then
you are doing yourself
the biggest disfavour
you could ever do to
yourself.

After watching this
video sit down in a
quite place and right
down every goal and
dream you have that
you want to achieve,
then go at it and watch
the magic happen.
Kind regards Cath and
Derek White
www.thegoodnewsnp.
com.au
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No More Excuses,
Be Right On
Target
With Your Goals.
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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E Fever - Connected Kids: A
Cause For Concern?
By Sarah Good, BA(Hons)Phil, GradCert EditPubl

www.staysmartonline.gov.au/home_users/protect_your_children
wards exhibitionism
and self-promotion.
Carefully posed and
edited posts are presented as everyday
life, and high numbers of ‘friends’ and
‘likes’ are a measurable sign of social
success.
In the vulnerable
teenage years this
readily fuels insecurities and low selfesteem amongst those
who feel
they’re
missing out.

Sitting is making us
sick.
The most obvious
concern about screen
time is that it’s very
passive. It’s not just
that kids are no longer running around
outside with friends,
there’s
a growing
body of evidence that
for all of us the reduction in everyday
‘incidental’ activity is
a big issue.

or other intense exer- problems with sleepcise.
ing even once they’re
turned off.
Healthy
Cyberlife
Tip: • Avoid
long Healthy
Cyberlife
sessions sitting in Tips:
front of a screen – set
an hourly alarm as re- • Avoid using elecminder to get up and tronic devices in the
walk around or stand half hour before bedand stretch.
time.

When it comes to
protecting ourselves
against
developing
conditions such as
heart disease, diabetes, obesity and even
cancer, it appears that
the amount of time
we spend generally
moving around, or
even just standing
rather than sitting, is
more important than
regular gym sessions

Recent studies have
shown that electronic
gadgets with a backlit display, such as
laptops, tablets and
smart-phones, impact
on the circadian system that helps regulate our sleep. So late
night use of electronic devices not only
eats into valuable
sleep time, it’s likely
to continue to cause

Late night screen
time can cause insomnia.

Healthy
Tips:

Cyberlife

And, as recent wellpublicised cases have
shown, texting and
other
non-face-toface encounters such
as Facebook and Instagram make it much
easier for bullies to attack their targets.

• Don’t forget mobiles and tablets when
activating search settings to filter violent
Most teenagers are
and sexual content.
pretty capable at deal• Let them know ing with their virtual
you’re always there social life as they’ve
to listen if your child grown up with it and
• Keep laptops and comes across stuff are educated about
phones out of the bed- they’re not comfort- being cybersmart at
school.
room,
particularly able about.
over night.
• Try to avoid being But for some it can
Inappropriate content judgemental. Instead impact negatively on
have a discussion their wellbeing, so
is just a click away.
about how highly keep a conscious look
There’s growing con- pornographic and vio- out for behaviour that
cern amongst experts lent behaviour isn’t is out of character.
that exposure to por- part of normal adult
This includes schoolnographic or violent relationships.
work going downhill,
video games and web
sites is not only dis- Social media presents unexpected changes
in friendship groups
turbing, it’s normalis- a distorted reality.
or faking sickness to
ing behaviour that can
be damaging for fu- The problem with so- stay off school.
cial media is that it reture relationships.

Healthy
Tips:

Cyberlife

• Have a discussion
about a celebrity or
sporting personality
they admire who has
publicly admitted to
insecurities or problems caused by social
media.
• If your child seems
particularly tired during the day, check that
they’re not getting up
after bedtime to play
games or chat to others.
• Remember that online groups can also
provide a positive
support community
for teens who might
be awkward about
discussing their problems
or concerns
face-to-face.
For more info see:
www.staysmartonline.
gov.au/home_users/
protect_your_children
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